Small batches handcrafted in Portland, Oregon by Studio J
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PEARL+ LUXURY SOAP
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Pearl+ Luxury Soaps are a modern interpretation of one

Ideal for dry and sensitive skin, Pearl+ Moisturizing

of Asia’s oldest skin treatments. Their unique formulas

Luxury Soap replenishes lost moisture and adds

make your skin glow and feel entirely renewed. Janet

softness to your skin with 100% natural, extra emollient

Jay, creator of Pearl+, was influenced by her Chinese

oils. Utilizing crushed natural pearl and moisturizing

grandmother, who shared with her the beneficial prop-

oils, Pearl+ Moisturizing Soap helps restore suppleness

erties of crushed pearl in her skin regime. She merged

and smoothness to your skin. Men and women enjoy

this traditional skin treatment with her experience in in-

the fresh herbal scent of our blend of pure essential oils.

ternational beauty product development to create truly
luxurious and uncommon soaps that are lovingly hand-

Perfect for everyday use and as gifts, all Pearl+ Lux-

crafted in small batches in Portland, Oregon.

ury Soap products are available on our online shop,
pearlplus.net. Ace Hotel works with Janet Jay to provide
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Pearl+ Detoxing Luxury Soap helps to restore luster and

handmade, one-of-a-kind, Pearl+ Luxury Soaps to all

smoothness to your skin with crushed natural pearl, while

guests at all North American Ace locations. Ace guests

charcoal powder and white clay detoxify and absorb im-

enjoy Pearl+ in each room and larger soaps are available

purities. The clean woody scent is unique and intriguing.

for purchase in the Ace lobbies and the Ace Online store.

PEARL+ LUXURY SOAP

HISTORY

The Chinese have celebrated the powers of pearl
through mythology and practice for over 2000 years.
Pearl’s legendary healing powers are the foundation
for one of the oldest beauty regimens ever developed:
Wu Ze Tan (625-705 AD), the only female Emperor of
China, used ﬁnely crushed pearl powder as the basis of
her lifelong health and beauty treatment. The beneficial
properties of crushed pearl are now synonymous with
beautiful skin all over Asia.
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PEARL+ LUXURY SOAP
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J O H N J AY, J A N E T J AY, A N D S T U D I O J

Janet Jay was previously Director of Marketing and

Together, John and Janet Jay founded Studio J, a

Product Development for Diane Von Furstenberg and

creative consultancy specializing in lifestyle design,

Manager of International Product Development at Es-

ranging from interiors to graphics to product

tée Lauder. She also served as a product consultant for

development. Studio J projects include the development

beauty ﬁrms in the US while living in Tokyo, Japan.

of the Macleay View Home, PING - a restaurant concept
- a Japanese-inspired ﬂoating home, and art exhibitions

John Jay is President of Global Creative at Fast Retailing.

featuring contemporary design and art from Asia.

Jay was named by Design USA magazine readers in the
top 10 most inﬂuential art directors in the past 50 years.
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PEARL+ LUXURY SOAP
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Studio J

contact@pearlplus.net

info and online shop : pearlplus.net

19 nw 5th Ave Portland, Oregon 97209, Suite 200

